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A monthly bulletin from the CP Cal Practice Excellence Committee
The Practice Excellence Committee is pleased to offer tips to help you increase
your Collaborative cases and achieve practice excellence.
Please send us your comments and questions! Email us at info@cpcal.com
Click Here for Tips from Previous Months

CP CAL “TO GO”
In a world where “VIRTUAL” has become our new normal, why should this
year’s CP CAL Celebration be any different? On-line, hopefully for the last
time, from Friday, April 22nd to Saturday, April 23rd, 2022, CP CAL is serving
up a menu of options to fill up our educational, social and collaborative
palettes! Click on the link below to register for the conference, or check your
inbox for an email sent Thursday, March 31st “CP Cal Celebration XVI” to
access the weekend’s buffet of opportunities to learn and celebrate with other
collaborative professionals.
This year’s Celebration is very AFFORDABLE and a new platform promises
to make it easier and even more interactive than before!
REGISTER HERE
Dynamic Plenary Speakers:
Friday afternoon plenary features Jarrett Green sharing
tips for Defeating Covid Fatigue: How to Maximize Your
Well-Being and Thriving Two Years Into the Pandemic.
We’ve all endured the widespread experiences of
frustration, languishing and demotivation due to the

frustration, languishing and demotivation due to the
ongoing pandemic. This plenary will present information
about the neuroscientific reasons for these emotions.
Participants will learn practical science-based
techniques for transforming their internal experience
towards greater well-being, energy, passion, and overall
thriving through the remainder of the pandemic and
beyond.
Saturday's lunch hour features Ellen Bruno of “Split”
fame. She will be debuting the long awaited and highly
anticipated film “Split UP: The TEEN Years”. For those
of us who saw the outtakes a couple of years ago, you
know how powerful this film will be. Ellen captures
interviews of articulate and insightful teens as they
express experiences, observations and emotions they
experienced during their parents’ divorce.
2 Days of Interactive and Skill-Building Workshops:
Workshops # 1 through #12 provide the main
ingredients for the collaborative, settlement negotiation,
coaching, financial, team collaboration and high conflict
skills that we have been craving.
Premier Networking:
Collaborative Practice on zoom creates teams that can
be made and cultivated based on affinity, expertise and
unique experience, all of which will benefit the families
we work with. Expand your practice by not being limited
to the old school notion of in-person meetings. Taking
classes together creates common language and
growing trust. These connections are always the
strongest basis for referrals and team formation.
Opportunities to Socialize and Celebrate with Other Collaborative
Professionals:
Friday Night Dine Around Is Here Again! No need to
sign up in advance. The platform will offer many rooms
and activities to choose from. The rooms may fill up and
space may be limited, so join early to get a spot and
enjoy the activity.
Saturday Social: Gather with us at 4:00 p.m. for Eureka
Awards, appetizing updates and an engaging and
interactive group experience!
Local in Person Sunday Social: Check with a practice
group near you to see what in-person activities may be
scheduled.
From the PEC:
Making an Investment in Collaborative
All businesses must invest in future growth...because it's very true that if you
stop growing, you start to die. Collaborative practice does require that
investment, in both time and money...and perhaps more of an investment than
the rest of your practice Of course CP is also a lot more satisfying and fun

the rest of your practice. Of course, CP is also a lot more satisfying and fun
than many of our professional experiences. Still, there has to be a balance
and some wisdom attached to how you spend your time and money on
building your Collaborative practice. Questions to ask: will this investment in
time or money get me more Collaborative clients? Will it feed my soul? Will it
train me to be better at my job whether in Collaborative or not?
Professionals who make the Celebration a yearly event will tell you that it
checks off ALL the boxes. Plus it's...fun! Let's cross our fingers that this will be
the last virtual event and be grateful that we still get to be hanging out with the
Collaborative community of smart, wise, funny and friendly professionals even
if it's in teeny squares on the screen.
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